Summary of Interior Conditions

The former Church has been unused for over 20 years and as a result has suffered extensively within the interior. Renovating the Church will require restoration and rehabilitation of the interior spaces and will require new services such as bathroom facilities and mechanical equipment that is in keeping with today’s standards.

This panel demonstrates the current conditions of the interior and points to some of the major issues that would need to be addressed if St. Mark’s were to be restored.

1. Main Entrance to be made accessible
2. Early 20th century stained glass windows
3. Damaged plaster due to damaged roof and soffits
4. Room within bell tower - damaged framing in bell tower
5. Elevated stage area
6. Alternate exit leading to alley way
7. Mid 19th century stained glass windows
8. Missing stained glass windows
9. Rear exit door
10. Alternate exit door
11. No access to the basement from the interior - only through exterior
12. Basic electrical, no HVAC or water services
13. Temporary lighting
14. Main space features wide wood plank flooring and cast metal grates
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